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Where to Go in 2017

A tent at Wild Coast Tent Lodge.

NATURAL WONDER

Go Wild
A new glamping site in Yala National Park, Sri Lanka, is adding creature comforts to creature sightings.

Wild Coast Tent Lodge (wlc.srilanka.com; rates not yet available) will feature just 24 plush, low-impact tents. Some 300 elephants rove the area, ensuring the odds of spotting one of these elusive creatures are unconventionally high. Across walls.

Pure Jaipur
The new wave of trendy boutiques in Jaipur is both modern and, in keeping with the city’s past, super lavish.

Tucked into the back streets of Indian capital and fashion capital of the world, Jaipur, are a handful of heavy hitter boutiques, like Raw Mango,iccc, Ladoos, and Wunderkind. The new wave of trendy boutiques in Jaipur is both modern and, in keeping with the city’s past, super lavish.

Soft Khass: Shakhavat.com (winner of the 2016 Design Award, winner of the 2016 Design Award), is a serendipity shop with minimalist threads and AceTelays, bracelets, and unique jewelry, known for its unique, high-end, and one-of-a-kind pieces. The store is also a hub for the city’s traditional craft goods—embroidery, traditional clothes, and jewelry. The store is open from 11am to 7pm daily, with a gift shop next door.

ROOM TREATMENT

Hamptons Down Under

Just an hour north of the city, Palm Beach is the go-to escape for the Sydney’s wealthiest residents and now new home-sharing sites are making it easier to rent one of the mansions that dot the peninsula.

ROCKING, managed by Contemporary Hotel.